
THE MODISH OUTDOOR SEATING COLLECTION

The luxurious Modish grouping 

is manufactured completely 

of compressed foam, allowing 

you to assemble any piece in 

under 5 minutes. 

Fully equipped with water and 

sun resistant canvas, there 

is nothing stopping you from 

bringing chicness to your 

outdoors with this set.

FEATURES

Material: Premium Canvas and High 

Quality Foam

Made with Compressed Foam 

Technology

Water and Fade Resistant

Modular Pieces Sold Separately

Sectional Clips Included

Limited Assembly Required: Under 

5 Minutes!

COLOURS

Dark Gray Water and Fade 
Resistant Canvas

Dark Gray Stripe Water and Fade 
Resistant Canvas



Pieces Sold 
Separately
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THE MODISH OUTDOOR SEATING COLLECTION

The Modish Outdoor Seating Collection is the epitome of unique and Summertime Lounging! 

The luxurious Modish grouping is manufactured completely of compressed foam, allowing you to 
assemble any piece in under 5 minutes. 

Fully equipped with water and sun resistant canvas, there is nothing stopping you from bringing 
chicness to your outdoors with this set.

If you’re one to add a little 
texture to your outdoor decor, 
then the Modish Armless Piece 
might be the choice for you! 

Create a chic, L-Shaped 
sectional in your desired area, 
or simply have this piece on 
it’s own for a relaxing seat by 
the pool.

The Modish Ottoman is manufactured 
with all the details to make it an easy, 
maintenance-free addition to your 
outdoor space. 

Made with completely water and fade 
resistant canvas, this piece is great for 
laying out by the pool or near other 
modular pieces as an extra seat.

With the Modish Corner Section, 
you can style your backyard is a 
variety of ways! 

Clip two corner pieces together 
to create an intimate Loveseat or 
link Armless pieces on each end to 
form a perfect L-Shape! The Corner 
also works amazingly on its own as 
a cozy seat for one.


